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We have developed a Kramers–Kronig consistent analytical expression to fit the measured optical
functions of hydrogenated amorphous silicon (a-Si:H) based alloys, i.e., the real and imaginary
parts of the dielectric function (e1 ,e2) ~or the index of refractionn and absorption coefficienta!
versus photon energyE for the alloys. The alloys of interest include amorphous silicon–germanium
(a-Si12xGex :H) and silicon–carbon (a-Si12xCx :H), with band gaps ranging continuously from
;1.30 to 1.95 eV. The analytical expression incorporates the minimum number of physically
meaningful, E independent parameters required to fit (e1 ,e2) versusE. The fit is performed
simultaneously throughout the following three regions:~i! the below-band gap~or Urbach tail!
region wherea increases exponentially withE, ~ii ! the near-band gap region where transitions are
assumed to occur between parabolic bands with constant dipole matrix element, and~iii ! the
above-band gap region where (e1 ,e2) can be simulated assuming a single Lorentz oscillator. The
expression developed here provides an improved description ofe2 ~or a! in the below-band gap and
near-band gap regions compared with previous approaches. Although the expression is more
complicated analytically, it has numerous applications in the analysis and simulation of thin film
a-Si:H basedp- i -n and n- i -p multilayer photovoltaic devices. First, we describe an approach
whereby, from a single accessible measure of the optical band gap, the optical functions can be
generated over the full solar spectrum for a sample set consisting of the highest quality intrinsic
a-Si:H based alloys prepared by plasma-enhanced chemical vapor deposition using the principle of
maximal H2 dilution. Second, we describe quantitatively how such an approach can be modified for
sample sets consisting of lower quality alloy materials. Finally, we demonstrate how the generated
optical functions can be used in simulations of the absorption, reflection, and quantum efficiency
spectra ofa-Si:H based single-junction and multijunction solar cells. ©2002 American Institute
of Physics. @DOI: 10.1063/1.1497462#
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I. INTRODUCTION

Analytical expressions for the optical functions of th
film semiconductors are useful for two important purpos
namely, materials characterization1 and device performanc
simulation.2 Such expressions describe either the real
imaginary parts of the dielectric function (e1 ,e2) versus
photon energyE or the index of refractionn and absorption
coefficienta versusE.

First, such expressions can be applied in the analysi
optical data including transmittance, reflectance, and ellip
metric spectra obtained on the thin film semiconductors. T
conventional analysis approach for such data is to ap
mathematical inversion~either analytically or numerically!
and extract the optical functions along with the overall fi
thickness.3,4 In some cases, the microscopic surface rou

a!Electronic mail: rwc6@psu.edu
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ness layer thickness can also be extracted.4 From the depen-
dence of (e1 ,e2) @or (n,a)# on E in the region just above the
absorption onset, a measure of the optical band gapEg is
obtained. Because of the high sensitivity of the optical fun
tions to the thin film preparation technique, this procedu
must be applied routinely on a sample-by-sample basis
extract key characteristics necessary for the assessme
materials and fabrication methods. With a reliable express
for the optical functions in terms of photon energy indepe
dent parameters, however, the analysis of such data can
ceed by least-squares regression rather than by mathem
inversion.5 As a result, physically significant parameters a
a direct outcome of the analysis, including:~i! the parameters
that describe the optical functions~the most important being
the optical gap!, ~ii ! the thicknesses, and~iii ! the parameter
confidence limits and correlation coefficients.

Second, the analytical expressions can also be use
performance simulations of optoelectronic devices such
4 © 2002 American Institute of Physics
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solar cells. In this application, the device designer speci
as input the photon energy independent parameters suc
the optical gap, Urbach tail slope, or even the void volu
fraction that describe each of the material components of
device.6 These input parameters are then used to calculate
optical functions of the components which in turn are appl
in multilayer optical simulations to predict the transmittan
~if any!, reflectance, absorbance, and optical quantum e
ciency spectra for specific device configurations. The
signer then adjusts the component material input parame
to predict the effect of incorporating different types of ma
rials into the device.

Attempts of varying success have been applied over
past 15 or more years to develop broadly useful analyt
expressions for the optical properties of amorpho
semiconductors.7–12 The materials of greatest interest ha
been the hydrogenated group IV thin films including am
phous carbon (a-C:H), silicon (a-Si:H), and germanium
(a-Ge:H); as well as thea-Si:H based alloys~a-Si12xCx :H
and a-Si12xGex :H!; and the Si based oxides and nitrid
~a-SiOx :H anda-SiNx :H!. The materials most useful in de
vices are prepared by chemical vapor deposition~CVD! and
plasma-enhanced CVD~PECVD! and have many applica
tions in large area electronics.2,13,14

The first attempt was made by Forouhi and Bloom
~FB!, who developed an expression for the index of refr
tion n(E) and extinction coefficientk(E)5\ca(E)/2E, ver-
sus energyE that includes a total of five parameters.7 @In the
equation fork(E), c is the speed of light andh52p\ is
Planck’s constant.# Although the FB expression was found
provide reasonable fits for some amorphous semiconduc
the fits for narrow gap materials such asa-C:H containing
threefold coordinated (sp2) C sometimes yielded unphysica
results, i.e., negative optical gaps.15

More recently Jellison and Modine~JM! outlined the
deficiencies of the FB approach in detail.10,16These include a
parabolically increasingk(E) with decreasing energy below
the gap toE50 and an incorrect treatment of the Kramer
Kronig transformation fromk(E) to n(E). To rectify these
problems, JM developed the Tauc–Lorentz expression10 in
which the imaginary part of the dielectric functione2(E)
52n(E)k(E) is given as the product of the Tauc la
function17 G(E)}@(E2Eg)2/E2# and the Lorentz oscillato
function18,19L(E) @see Eq.~1b!# in an attempt to obtain suit
able near-gap and above-gap optical responses, respect
The real part of the dielectric functione1(E)5n2(E)
2k2(E) is obtained as a correct Kramers–Kronig transf
mation of e2(E). The Tauc–Lorentz expression has led
improved fits of ellipsometric spectra fora-Si:H in compari-
son to the FB expressions, and currently represents the
widely used parametrization of the optical functions of am
phous semiconductors. In spite of its successes, the Ta
Lorentz expression has three limitations whose impacts h
yet to be fully appreciated and assessed.

First, it was demonstrated by Codyet al.3 much earlier
that the shape of the interband absorption onset fora-Si:H is
closely consistent with a formula derived on the assump
of parabolic bands and a constantdipolematrix element, i.e.,
e2(E)}(E2Eg)2. In contrast, the Tauc law formula was d
Downloaded 19 Aug 2002 to 130.203.199.192. Redistribution subject to 
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rived on the assumption of parabolic bands and a cons
momentummatrix element, i.e.,e2(E)}@(E2Eg)2/E2#.
Photoemission spectroscopy undertaken by Jacksonet al.20

was also found to be more closely consistent with a cons
dipole matrix element. The net effect of this situation is th
optical gap determinations via the Tauc plot, i.e., linear
trapolations of@E2e2(E)#1/2 to zero ordinate, depend on th
accessible range ofe2 in the measurement. For exampl
from a reflection measurement such as spectroscopic e
sometry~SE!, it is more difficult to obtain accuratee2 spec-
tra at low values~i.e., for E'Eg! due to uncertainties asso
ciated with the optical nature of the surface. Thus, when s
a measurement is limited to highere2 values, it provides a
relatively wide band gap via linear extrapolation owing
the upward curvature of the Tauc plot versusE. In contrast,
the band gap is narrower when obtained using lowere2 val-
ues, which usually can be obtained more accurately fr
transmission measurements.

Second, weak exponentially increasing absorption w
increasingE, i.e., an Urbach tail, exists below the band g
in amorphous semiconductors due to the disorder of
amorphous network.3 Although the Urbach tail is not nor
mally measured by SE, due to the sensitivity limitatio
noted in the previous paragraph, this tail does appear cle
in photothermal, photoconductivity, and transmittance sp
tra ~the latter on thick films! due to their direct sensitivity to
e2(E) on a logarithmic scale. For the JM model, howev
e2(E) is assumed to vanish below the band gap, and so
limitations in the near-gap region, especially when opti
functions from transmittance and ellipsometric spectra
spliced together and fitted.

Third, in our experiences in fittinga-Si:H based alloys,
the constant contributione1` to the real part of the dielectric
function ~see Sec. II! deduced from the Tauc–Lorentz ex
pression varies from above unity for the wide band g
a-Si12xCx :H alloys to less than unity for purea-Si:H, and
finally to near and below zero for thea-Si12xGex :H
alloys.12 In theory, however,e1` should be either unity if all
electronic transitions are included in the model fore2(E), or
greater than unity if sets of transitions exist ine2(E) above
the upper energy limit of the data that are not included
plicitly in the model fore2(E). Evidently one or more ingre-
dients are missing from the Tauc–Lorentz expression.
example, with this expression, the energy above which
near-gap Tauc behavior can be neglected is a rather l
fixed multiple of the optical band gap, whereas the situat
in reality may require more flexibility.

II. PARAMETRIC MODELING

In this part, we describe the two simple modifications
the Tauc–Lorentz formula that allow us to enhance the
pabilities of the analytical model for the optical functions
a-Si:H based alloys. We start by writing the imaginary pa
of the dielectric function as
AIP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/japo/japcr.jsp
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e2~E!5H E1

E
expH ~E2Et!

Eu
J ; 0,E<Et ; ~1a!

G~E!L~E!5G~E!
AE0GE
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whereEt is the demarcation energy between the Urbach
transitions and the band-to-band transitions. In Eq.~1a!, the
expression for 0,E<Et leads to the Urbach form of th
absorption coefficient,a(E)5a0 exp(E/Eu), neglecting the
variation in e1(E) over the range of energy 0,E<Et . In
Eq. ~1b! the expression forE.Et includes the product o
two terms, the Lorentz oscillator functionL(E) and a vari-
able band edge functionG(E). G(E) forces e2(E) to as-
sume a desired form for energies just above the optical
Eg . In addition, G(E)→1 for E@Eg so that the desired
resulte2(E)→L(E) holds at high energies. In Eq.~1a!, E1 is
defined so thate2(E) is continuous atE5Et ; thus

E15EtL~Et!G~Et!. ~1c!

Finally, in Eq. ~1b! for L(E), (A,E0 ,G) denote the Lorentz
oscillator amplitude, resonance energy, and oscillator wid
respectively.18,19 Equations~1! generalize the approach firs
described by JM in that the Urbach tail is added and
function G(E) can now be selected for consistency with t
observed shape of the absorption onset.

The real parte1(E) is determined as usual from
Kramers–Kronig transformation

e1~E!5e1`1I U~E!1I L~E! ~2a!

5e1`1
2E1

p
PE

0

Et exp@~E82Et!/Eu#

E822E2 dE8

1
2

p
PE

Et

` E8G~E8!L~E8!

E822E2 dE8, ~2b!

where ‘‘P’’ denotes the principal values of the integrals.18,19

I U(E) and I L(E) in Eq. ~2a! denote the Urbach tail an
Lorentz oscillator integrals appearing as the second and t
terms in Eq.~2b!, respectively.

Oncee1(E) ande2(E) are determined from Eqs.~1! and
~2!, the index of refractionn(E) and absorption coefficien
a(E) can be established from

n5$@~e1
21e2

2!1/21e1#/2%1/2, ~3a!

a5~2E/\c!$@~e1
21e2

2!1/22e1#/2%1/2. ~3b!

In the following Secs. II A and II B, the constant mome
tum ~Tauc! and constant dipole matrix element forms f
G(E) are employed, respectively, and expressions will
provided forI L(E) for these two cases. In Sec. II C, an e
pression forI U(E) will be provided for completeness, a
though fora-Si:H based materials, this contribution toe1(E)
is very small. In fact, if one desires to eliminate the Urba
tail completely from consideration in the expressions giv
later, one simply setsE150 @so I U(E)50# and Et5Eg in
Eq. ~2b!. Finally, in Sec. II C issues of convergence of t
Downloaded 19 Aug 2002 to 130.203.199.192. Redistribution subject to 
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integrals forE near 0 andEt will be discussed briefly for the
general case in whichI U(E) is included ine1(E).

A. Determination of IL„E… assuming constant
momentum matrix element

In the Tauc theory of optical absorption, parabolic ban
are assumed along with a constant momentum ma
element.17 These assumptions lead to variations ine2(E) and
a(E) of the form @e2(E)E2#1/2}@a(E)n(E)E#1/2}(E
2Eg). In accordance with this proportionality, JM used t
following Tauc ~‘‘ T’’ ! form for G(E) in Eq. ~1b!:10

GT~E!5
~E2Eg!2

E2 . ~4!

A minor complication exists in that, forE!E0 , the Lorentz
oscillator expression in Eq.~1b! exhibits the approximate
form L(E)'(AG/E0

3)E. Thus, in order for the produc
e2(E)5G(E)L(E) in Eq. ~1b! to follow the Tauc theory of
Eq. ~4! for E nearEg , then theE2 factor in the denominator
of Eq. ~4! should be replaced byE3. Unfortunately, this vio-
lates the requirement thatGT(E)→1 for E@Eg and would
lead to an expression fore2(E) that differs from the desired
high energy asymptotic form of the Lorentz oscillato
namelyL(E)}E23. Thus, it should be realized that Eq.~4!
sacrifices accuracy ine2(E) near the optical band gap fo
overall analytical simplicity.

Substituting Eq.~4! into the third term of Eq.~2b! and
settingI TL5I L(E) ~whereT designates the Tauc expressio
for G! yields

I TL~aiT ; i 50,1,2,3;c0T ,d0T!

5
2AE0G

p Fa3T$z2I 1T2 ln@LD~Et!#
1/4%

1a2T~ I 0AT1I 0BT!1a1TI 1T1a0TS I 0AT2I 0BT

E0
2 D

2c0T lnuE2Etu2d0T ln~E1Et!G , ~5!

where

I 1T5
1

2xG Fp22 tan21S 2
Et

22z2

xG D G , ~6!

I 0AT5
1

2G Fp2tan21S 2Et1x

G D1tan21S 22Et1x

G D G ,
~7!

I 0BT5
1

4x
lnS Et

21E0
21xEt

Et
21E0

22xEt
D , ~8!
AIP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/japo/japcr.jsp
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z5@E0
22~G2/2!#1/2, ~9!

x5~4E0
22G2!1/2, ~10!

c0T5
EGT~E!

2LD~E!
, ~11!

d0T5
2~E1Eg!2

2ELD~E!
, ~12!

a3T52~c0T1d0T!, ~13!

a2T52E~c0T2d0T!, ~14!

a1T52~E222z2!~c0T1d0T!, ~15!

a0T512E~E222z2!~c0T2d0T!, ~16!

LD~E!5~E22E0
2!21G2E2. ~17!

Here we use the fully expanded form of the equations
e1(E), rather than the reduced version given by JM.10 With
the expanded form, it is easier to describe the equations
result whenG(E) in Eqs.~1b! and~2b! is modified. For this
purpose, we use a functional description ofI TL(E) in terms
of the photon energy dependent coefficients, written
I TL(aiT ; i 50,1,2,3;c0T ,d0T) in Eq. ~5!.

B. Determination of IL„E… assuming constant dipole
matrix element

As a modification of the Tauc theory, Cody propos
applying a constant dipole matrix element rather than a c
stant momentum matrix element,3 and the resulting expres
sion @e2(E)#1/2}@a(E)n(E)/E#1/2}(E2Eg) provides better
fits to the absorption onset ina-Si:H.3,4,19,21Thus, this modi-
fication yields a dielectric function just above the absorpt
onset of the forme2(E)}(E2Eg)2. However, because thi
expression diverges with increasingE, it cannot be applied
directly asG(E) in Eqs.~1b! and ~2b!. As a result an alter-
native empirical expression forG(E) is
Downloaded 19 Aug 2002 to 130.203.199.192. Redistribution subject to 
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GC~E!5
~E2Eg!2

~E2Eg!21Ep
2 , ~18!

HereEp defines a second transition energy~in addition toEt!
given byEp1Eg , that separates the absorption onset beh
ior @E,(Ep1Eg)# from the Lorentz oscillator behavior@E
.(Ep1Eg)#. Specifically, if E'Eg @so that 0,(E2Eg)
!Ep#, then G(E)→@(E2Eg)/Ep#2, whereas if E@(Ep

1Eg) @so that (E2Eg)@Ep# thenG(E)→1, as required to
recover the desired Lorentz oscillator form fore2(E) at high
energies. This second transition energy provides flexibi
that is lacking in the Tauc–Lorentz expression. In fact, d
ferent functional forms forG(E) can be applied to modify
the oscillator functionL(E), depending on the desired shap
of the absorption onset.

Using Eq.~18! in Eq. ~2b! yields

I CL~aiC ; i 50,1,2,3;b0C ,b1C ,c0C ,d0C!

5I TL~aiC ; i 50,1,2,3;c0C ,d0C!

1
2AE0G

p
F b1C$EgI 0C2 ln@~Et2Eg!21Ep

2#1/2%

1b0CI 0CG , ~19!

where

I 0C5
1

Ep
Fp22tan21S Et2Eg

Ep
D G , ~20!

and

c0C5
EGC~E!

2LD~E!
, ~21!

d0C5
2E~E1Eg!2

2LD~E!@~E1Eg!21Ep
2#

, ~22!
b0C5
Y4F2$LD~E!@E21~c0C2d0C!12EgK2Y24~c0C1d0C!#21%

~K22F2!F2Y41E0
4Y414Eg

2F2K4 , ~23!
ts

n-

e-
b1C5Y24@2EgK2b0C2LD~E!~c0C1d0C!#, ~24!

a3C52~b1C1c0C1d0C!, ~25!

a2C52@b0C12Egb1C1E~c0C2d0C!#, ~26!

a1C52@2Egb0C2~K22F2!b1C1~E222z2!

3~c0C1d0C!#, ~27!

a0C511~K22F2!b0C12EgK2b1C2E~E222z2!

3~c0C2d0C!, ~28!

F25Ep
21Eg

2, ~29!

K252F212z224Eg
2, ~30!
Y45E0
41F2~K22F2!24Eg

2K2. ~31!

In Eq. ~19!, I TL(aiC ; i 50,1,2,3;c0C ,d0C), is given by Eqs.
~5!–~10! and~17!, but with the energy dependent coefficien
$aiT ; i 50,1,2,3;c0T ,d0T% of Eqs.~11!–~16!, replaced by the
coefficients$aiC ; i 50,1,2,3;c0C ,d0C% of Eqs.~21!, ~22!, and
~25!–~28!.

C. Determination of IU„E… assuming an exponential
absorption tail

As noted earlier, for hydrogenated group IV semico
ductors used in devices, the Urbach tail ine2(E), defined by
Eq. ~1a!, generates only a very small contribution toe1(E)
through the Kramers–Kronig relations. By solving the int
AIP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/japo/japcr.jsp
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FIG. 1. Optical properties of 0.5–1.5-mm-thick samples of~a! a-Si:H, ~b! a-Si12xGex :H, and~c! a-Si12xCx :H, expressed as (e1 ,e2) ~top panel! and (n,a)
~bottom panel!. These results were obtained at room temperature by combining dual beam photoconductivity spectroscopy, transmittance and
spectroscopy, and spectroscopic ellipsometry measurements. The solid lines are fits to the data using the seven parameter expression of Eqs.~1!–~3!, ~5!–~10!,
and ~17!–~32!.
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gral I U(E) in Eqs. ~2!, we can include this contribution fo
completeness and, in addition, provide the capability
simulating the optical functions for a material in which e
ponentially increasing absorption dominates the near-b
edge behavior. In this latter situation, we can use the T
Law for G(E), settingEg50. This eliminatesGT(E) from
the near-band edge behavior, allowing the Urbach tail to
connected directly to the Lorentz oscillator. In the most g
eral case forI U(E) in Eqs.~2!, integration yields

I U~E!5
E1

pE H expS E2Et

Eu
D FEiS Et2E

Eu
D2EiS 2

E

Eu
D G

2expS 2~E1Et!

Eu
D FEiS Et1E

Eu
D2EiS E

Eu
D G J ,

~32!
Downloaded 19 Aug 2002 to 130.203.199.192. Redistribution subject to 
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whereEi(x) designates the exponential integral function d
fined by Ei(x)5*2`

x @exp(t)/t#dt. Algorithms for evaluation
of this function can be found in reference texts~see, for
example, Ref. 22!.

As might be expected, the addition of the Urbach t
introduces difficulties in the evaluation of the Kramers
Kronig integrals of Eqs.~2! for E50 and Et . First, Ei
(6E/Eu) in Eq. ~32! diverges negatively asE→0. For
small x, however, Ei(x)' lnuxu1gE1x1 . . . , where gE

50.577 215 66... is Euler’s constant,22 and the two diver-
gences for the positive and negative terms in Eq.~32! cancel,
leading to an expression of the formI U(E)→(2E1 /pEu)
3@exp(2Et /Eu)# as E→0. Such behavior is of no practica
consequence fora-Si:H based materials since the contrib
tion to e1(E) will be negligible owing to the exp(2Et /Eu)
AIP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/japo/japcr.jsp
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factor. Second,Ei(6@Et2E#/Eu) in Eq. ~32! diverges as
E→Et . For small values of (Et2E), however, the diver-
gence ine1(Et) from the term inEi@(Et2E)/Eu# is can-
celled by the divergence that occurs in eitherI TL(E) or
I CL(E) @see Eq.~5!# due to the term in lnuE2Etu. In this case,
in order to evaluatee1 at Et , all terms~including their pre-
factors! in Eq. ~2b! that diverge atE5Et can be replaced by
the single term$G(Et)L(Et)/p%$gE2 ln Eu2Ei(2Et /Eu)%.
As a result, a weak feature appears ine1(E) centered atE
5Et due to the discontinuity in the first derivative ofe2(E)
at Et , denotede28(Et). Again for a-Si:H based alloys, the
magnitude ofe2(Et) is small and the best fit parameters le
to near-continuity ofe28(Et). Thus, the resulting feature i
e1(E) for E nearEt is below the sensitivity of the measure
ment techniques.

III. RESULTS

Figure 1 ~points! shows typical experimental data fo
0.5–1.5-mm-thick films of ~a! a-Si:H, ~b! a-Si12xGex :H,
and ~c! a-Si12xCx :H deposited by PECVD on glass su
strates. These experimental data are presented in term
(e1 ,e2) in the upper panels and (n,a) in the lower panels,
and were obtained by combining three different method21

SE was performed over the strongly absorbing~opaque! re-
gime, with typical ranges of 2.0–5 eV fora-Si12xGex :H and
2.5–5 eV for a-Si12xCx :H. Transmission and reflectio
~T&R! spectroscopy was performed over the intermed
photon energy regime of semitransparency, with typi
ranges of 1.5–2.0 eV fora-Si12xGex :H and 2.0–2.5 eV for
a-Si12xCx :H. Dual beam photoconductivity~DBPC! was
performed over the low energy Urbach tail regime of ve
low absorption, with typical ranges of 1.0–1.5 eV f
a-Si12xGex :H and 1.5–2.0 eV fora-Si12xCx :H. The ef-
fects of surface roughness and native oxide overlayers on
SE data in all cases were corrected by ensuring a match ie2

or a in the region of overlap between the SE and T&R sp
tra. Using this criterion and adopting a fixed contribution
15 Å for the native oxide thicknesses, the surface roughn
thicknesses extracted from the SE data were found to
consistent with atomic force microscopy measurements
view of previously established correlations.23

FIG. 2. Illustration of the procedure used to determine the optical gap v
Eg(T&R) for a-Si:H based alloys from transmittance and reflectance sp
troscopy alone. This analysis assumes parabolic band densities of sta
constant dipole matrix element vs photon energy, and no states below
parabolic band edges.
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The samples in Fig. 1 are identified by their optical ba
gapsEg(T&R) as deduced from extrapolations of the nea
band gap optical functions using the constant dipole ma
element approach described earlier, according to@e2(E)#1/2

}@a(E)n(E)/E#1/2}(E2Eg). Figure 2 depicts optical band
gap plots for the films of Fig. 1, including data only from
T&R spectroscopy, which is the situation faced by most
searchers. Identifying the samples by their band gaps is m
useful from the standpoint of electronic device applicatio
than identifying them by their alloy compositions. Owing
variations in H content, the alloy compositionx does not
uniquely specify the optical band gap.

Under optimal circumstances, i.e., for the thicker film
~.1 mm!, the data from SE, T&R, and DBPC can be splic
together to obtain the complex dielectric function (e1 ,e2) or
the index of refraction and absorption coefficient (n,a) over
the full range without any gaps. For the thinnest films~;0.5
mm!, however, limitations exist, and two such limitations a
illustrated in Fig. 1. First, Fig. 1~b! illustrates a;0.15 eV
gap between the T&R and DBPC data. Since the DBPC m
surement is a relative one, however, the normalization c
stant is found by comparing the DBPC data to an extra
lated result from Eq.~1a!. In the extrapolation,Eu is
determined from the slope of the DBPC data;Et is obtained
from the expressionEt5Eg12Eu ~see Sec. IV!; and the
parametersEg andE1 are extracted in the best fit to the T&R
and SE data alone. This approach is similar to that descr
previously,24 and its validity has been supported by phot
thermal deflection spectroscopy, which is an alternat
method for obtaininga over the Urbach tail. Second, Fig
1~c! shows that data ine1 andn are unavailable in the inter
mediate and low energy ranges. First of all,n cannot be
obtained from DBPC measurements, and second it is o
difficult to extractn from T&R unless the film is optically
thick enough to exhibit a high density of interference fringe
In such cases as in Figs. 1~b! and 1~c!, the interpolated or
extrapolated fit shown as the solid lines in Fig. 1~discussed
further, later in this section! can still be used for simulation
purposes due to the Kramers–Kronig consistency of
model.25

The fits to the full optical spectra such as those in Fig
require as many as eight free parameters. Three param
$A,E0 ,G% are associated with the Lorentz oscillatorL(E),
two $Eg ,Ep% with the band edge functionGC(E), two
$Eu ,Et% with the Urbach tail, and a final parametere1` with
the constant contribution toe1(E). In such fitting, the num-
ber of free parameters can sometimes be reduced by exp
ing ~i! obvious functional relationships in the data,~ii ! con-
nections between free parameters, and~iii ! parameters tha
are independent of the nature of the sample. Within this th
category, for example, we can fixe1` to unity. If this param-
eter is allowed to vary, values of unity within the range of t
confidence limits are usually obtained, an improvement o
the situation with the Tauc–Lorentz expression, for whi
near zero or negative values ofe1` are found for the
a-Si12xGex :H samples. As a result, all the fits of Fig.
shown as the solid lines utilize seven free parameters. A
tional possible approaches to reduce the number of free
rameters further are noted later.
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In the least-squares regression analysis procedure
plied to obtain the fits in Fig. 1, (e1 ,e2) are used to represen
the SE data, and (e1 ,loge2) are used to represent the T&
and DBPC data. The dominant error in the determination
(e1 ,e2) by SE arises not from the actual measurement,
rather from confidence limits of;61 Å on the surface
roughness layer thickness assigned in data reduction.
cause it is necessary to correct for the surface rough
layer analytically in order to extract the true optical fun
tions, this thickness error translates into an error in (e1 ,e2).
In contrast, the dominant error in the determination
(e1 ,loge 2) by T&R spectroscopy arises from irreprodu

FIG. 3. The seven parameters in the analytical expression for the op
functions of a-Si:H based alloy thin films, plotted as a function of th
optical gapEg(T&R). These include the Lorentz oscillator parameters~a! A,
~b! E0 , and~c! G; the band edge parameters~d! Eg,fit and ~e! Ep ; and the
Urbach tail parameters~f! Eu and ~g! Et . Results from three differen
sample sets are included: optimized~solid circles! and nonoptimized~solid
triangles! a-Si12xGex :H, both with Eg(T&R)<1.803 eV, and
a-Si12xCx :H ~solid squares! with Eg(T&R)>1.803 eV. The lines indicate
fits to the results for the sample sets — optimuma-Si:H with Eg(T&R)
51.803 eV~open circle! being included in each set. The broken line rep
sents the nonoptimizeda-Si12xGex :H sample set. The intercepts for th
nonoptimizeda-Si12xGex :H and thea-Si12xCx :H sample sets are forced
to match that of the optimizeda-Si12xGex :H set at the gap energy
Eg(T&R) 51.803 eV.
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ibilities of ;60.0025 inherent in the transmittance and r
flectance measurements. The errors in (e1 ,e2) are incorpo-
rated into assessments of the suitability of the fits in Fig
via x2, the biased estimator of the mean square devia
@not to be confused withx in Eq. ~10!#. In fact, for the fits of
Fig. 1 values ofx2 within the range of 0.5–2 are found.12

Such values near unity imply that the fits are acceptable c
sidering the inherent limitations in measurement and d
reduction. In contrast, the corresponding values ofx2 in fits
using the constant momentum matrix element approach
Sec. II A ~along with the constraint thate1`>1! are higher
by factors ranging from 1.5 to 6~for a-Si12xCx :H to
a-Si12xGex :H, respectively!. Improved fits for this latter ap-
proach are obtained ife1` is allowed to assume unphysica
values below unity; however, thex2 values are still higher
than those obtained for the corresponding constant dip
matrix element approach of Sec. II B. Thus, based on sta
tical considerations of the fits, our analytical model is a
equate for the purposes of simulation and analysis of
optical properties ofa-Si:H-based alloys, and it provides a
improvement over previous models.

As noted earlier, an important goal of this work is
develop a database for the optical properties ofa-Si:H based
alloys that can be used in optical simulations of multilay
stacks such as multijunction solar cells. Figure 3 prese
results that can be interpreted for such a purpose. Each
point within a given panel on this plot represents a differe
sample, identified by its optical gap, as determined from
extrapolation of the forme2

1/2}(E2Eg), assuming a constan
dipole matrix element~see Fig. 2!. This gap, denoted
Eg(T&R), serves as the abscissa in Fig. 3. The reason
using this measurement of the optical band gap is its w
accessibility; it can be obtained from T&R spectra alo
based on the assumption thate1 is constant over the energ
range of the measurement.21 The samples included in Fig. 3
range from thea-Si12xGex :H film of Fig. 1~b! with the
minimum Eg(T&R) 51.31 eV to thea-Si12xCx :H film of
Fig. 1~c! with a maximumEg(T&R) 51.94 eV. The seven
panels of this figure describe~a,b,c! the three Lorentz oscil-
lator parameters$A,E0 ,G%, ~d,e! the two band edge param
eters$Eg,fit ,Ep%, and ~f,g! the two Urbach tail parameter
$Eu ,Et%, respectively, for the sample whoseEg(T&R) value
is plotted along the abscissa. In Fig. 3, all seven parame
are obtained as the best fit to experimental data such as t
in Figs. 1, with the exception of the Urbach tail slopeEu . In
this plot,Eu is deduced from an independent linear fit of t
slope of the DBPC spectra. This approach yields narro
confidence limits and less scatter than the fit using the c
plete expression of Eqs.~1!–~3!.

There are three sample sets in Fig. 3, and each set
hibits discernable trends in the seven parameters of the
lytical expression for the optical functions.

~1! The first sample set includes optimuma-Si:H ~open
circle in Fig. 3! and a series ofa-Si12xGex :H alloys, the
latter prepared by PECVD atT5200– 400 °C from mixtures
of Si2H6 /GeH4 /H2 ~solid circles!. In fact, all these sample
are prepared with the maximum possible H2 dilution, but
without crossing the thickness-dependent boundary into
mixed-phase amorphous1microcrystalline growth regime

al
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TABLE I. Linear coefficients that connect the optical band gapEg(T&R), as determined by T&R spectroscop
and the seven photon energy independent parametersPj ( j 51,...,7) in the analytical model for the optica
functions.Bj ( j 51,...,7) are the intercepts of the relationships atEg(T&R) 51.803 eV, andCjk ( j 51,...,5;k
51,2,3) andCj ( j 56,7) are the slopes. For five of the seven parameters, three linear relationships are re
each having different slopes~as indicated by the subscriptk! but the same intercept. These relationships
appropriate for the optimized (k51) and nonoptimized (k52) a-Si12xGex :H and for thea-Si12xCx :H (k
53) sample sets. For the remaining two parameters only a single relationship is required for all three
sets.

Index
j

Parameter
Pj

Pj5Bj1Cjk @Eg(T&R) 21.803 eV#

Eg(T&R)<1.8 eV
optimum

a-Si12xGex :H
(k51)

Eg(T&R)<1.8 eV
nonoptimum

a-Si12xGex :H
(k52)

Eg(T&R) .1.8 eV
a-Si12xCx :H

(k53)

Bj Cj 1 Cj 2 Cj 3

1 A (eV) 74.94 1.505 260.70 387.3
2 E0 (eV) 3.832 0.2914 0.0155 20.9354
3 G ~eV! 2.122 20.9931 22.197 4.737
4 Ep (eV) 1.134 1.001 20.3157 9.731
5 Eu (meV) 49.03 24.866 228.31 90.63

Pj5Bj1Cj @Eg(T&R) 21.803 eV#

Bj Cj

6 Eg,fit (eV) 1.727 0.8153
7 Et (eV) 1.850 0.8601
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Such conditions lead to optimum electronic quality mate
for solar cells, which requires a combination of factors
cluding good electron and hole transport properties and h
stability against light-induced degradation.26

~2! The second sample set consists of the same optim
a-Si:H sample~open circle in Fig. 3!, but other lower gap
samples as well~triangles!. These includea-Si:H films pre-
pared without H2 dilution, along witha-Si12xGex :H alloy
films prepared from mixtures of SiH4 /GeH4 /H2 or
Si2H6 /GeH4 /H2 in which the maximal H2-dilution condition
has not been reached for the successive increases in the
of GeH4. Thus, these nonoptimum materials are expecte
yield lower performance solar cells.

~3! The third sample set is more limited in scope a
includes the optimuma-Si:H ~open circle in Fig. 3! and
a-Si12xCx :H alloys prepared from SiH4 /CH4 /H2 under
maximal H2-dilution conditions for highest performance s
lar cells ~squares!.

As shown in Fig. 3, the trends withEg(T&R) in the
parameters have been fit to three sets of linear relationsh
enumerated to match the sample set.~1! One set of relation-
ships spans the range from 1.3 to 1.8 eV, covering optim
a-Si:H and its optimized alloys with Ge~solid lines!; ~2! the
second set of relationships spans the range from 1.5 to
eV and is appropriate for the narrower gapa-Si:H and non-
optimized alloys with Ge~broken lines!; and~3! the third set
spans the range from 1.8 to 1.95 eV, covering the alloys w
C ~solid lines!. For simplicity, the second and third sets
relationships are constrained to exhibit the same intercep
the first relationships at the extrapolated gap value
Eg(T&R) 51.803 eV, corresponding to the abscissa va
for optimuma-Si:H. In most cases, the best fit unconstrain
intercepts are not far from these values. The reason for
g 2002 to 130.203.199.192. Redistribution subject to 
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constrained intercept approach will be clarified short
Among the seven parameters in Fig. 3, however, two exh
a common linear relationship for all three sample sets. Th
unique parameters includeEg,fit , the best fit optical band gap
from the full expressions of Eqs.~1!–~3!, andEt , the tran-
sition energy between the Urbach tail and the band e
region defined in Eq.~1a!.

Table I presents the three functional relationships for
five parameters$Pj ; j 51,...,5%5$A,E0 ,G,Ep ,Eu% and the
single relationships for the two parameters$Pj ; j 56,7%
5$Eg,fit ,Et%. For thejth parameterPj ( j 51,...,7), the linear
relationships inEg(T&R) are given in one of two forms

Pj@Eg~T&R!#5Bj1Cjk@Eg~T&R!21.803 eV#;

j 51,...,5; k51,2,3; ~33a!

Pj@Eg~T&R!#5Bj1Cj@Eg~T&R!21.803 eV#;

j 56,7. ~33b!

For j 51,...,5, the sample set is designated by the indek
51,2,3; for j 56,7, all sample sets give the same relatio
ships, so the subscriptk is not needed. With the constraine
intercept approach,Bj for each j is independent of the
sample set indexk. It is important to emphasize that from 1
linear coefficients of Table I, written as$(Bj ,Cjk), j
51,...,5;k51,3% and$(Bj ,Cj ), j 56,7%, along with the value
of Eg(T&R) 51.803 eV~i.e., 20 parameters in total!, one can
calculate (e1 ,e2) or (n,a) for an optimum quality alloy of
any specified optical band gap, the latter obtained so
from T&R spectra. One can also simulate the effect o
lower electronic quality on the optical functions o
a-Si12xGex :H by adjusting the slopes of the first relation
ships; i.e., by replacing the five parameters$Cjk , j
AIP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/japo/japcr.jsp
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51,...,5;k51% with $Cjk , j 51,...,5;k52%. Without the con-
strained intercepts, an additional five parameters are ne
in each case. It should be emphasized that the assignme
a ‘‘lower electronic quality’’ for sample set~2! is somewhat
arbitrary; as a result, the data points exhibit considera
more scatter about the linear relationshipk52. This diffi-
culty will be addressed in greater detail in Sec. V.

IV. DISCUSSION

In addition to providing an effective algorithm for calcu
lating the optical properties of amorphous semiconduc
from a single specification of the optical gap, the parame
variations in Fig. 3 also provide insights into the effects
Ge and C alloying. In this section, the discussion will foc
on the underlying origins of the linear trends in Fig. 3.

The parameters that can be given as single linear r
tionships for all samples will be considered first, starti
with Eg,fit in Fig. 3~d!. Ideally, the best-fit and extrapolate
~T&R! optical gaps, distinguished in Fig. 3 asEg,fit

and Eg(T&R), respectively, should be identical; howeve
Table I shows thatEg,fit5(1.727 eV)10.8153@Eg(T&R)
21.803 eV#. The difference betweenEg,fit and Eg(T&R)
@which is 0.076 eV atEg(T&R) 51.803 eV and increases a
a function ofEg(T&R) # arises because the expression us
to obtainEg,fit also includes the variation of the Lorentz o
cillator functionL(E) with energy, and this leads to the sy
tematic variations between the two gap values. In addit
fluctuations occur owing to the difficulty of fitting the fu
spectral range simultaneously with a relatively small num
of free parameters~i.e., 7 — only 3 larger than that necessa
to fit two linear functions!.

The linearity ofEt versus the extrapolated~T&R! gap in
Fig. 3~g! is also of interest and reflects the requirement t
the first derivative ofe2(E) be continuous from the Urbac
tail to the band edge region. If we neglect the photon ene
dependence ofL(E) in this transition region, as well a
terms inEu

2 compared toE2 andEg
2, then the condition for

FIG. 4. Schematic multilayer structure and thicknesses for~a! an ideal
single-junctiona-Si:H p- i -n solar cell, and~b! an ideal triple-junction
a-Si:H basedp- i -n solar cell. The optical functions of the intrinsic layers~i
layers! are shown in Fig. 5 as calculated from the analytical model, and
optical analysis of the devices is shown in Figs. 6 and 7. The thickness
the layers in~b! are extracted from the condition of current matching und
AM 1.5 illumination.
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continuity of the derivative ofe2(E) becomesEt5Eg

12Eu . The gap in this case is the fitted valueEg,fit , and so
a relationship of the formEt'Eg,fit10.1 eV is expected. In
fact, a conversion of the coefficients in Table I yields t
best-fit relationshipEt51.05Eg,fit10.028 eV, so that at
Eg,fit51.30 eV, Et51.39 eV, and atEg,fit51.95 eV, Et

52.08 eV. As a result of this relationship,Et can be fixed at
Et5Eg,fit12Eu in the simulations. Thus, the total number
parameters required to fit data such as in Fig. 1 can be
duced to 6, and the number of independent linear coefficie
required to generate the optical properties for arbitr
Eg(T&R) can be reduced from 20 to 18. It should be not
that the relationshipEt5Eg12Eu is also expected to hold i
GT(E) from the Tauc law is used instead ofGC(E).

Another important effect is the increase in Lorentz osc
lator broadening parameter in Fig. 3~c! with alloying for all
three sample sets. The broadening parameter is expect
scale inversely with the lifetime of carriers excited into sta
deep within the conduction and valence bands.18,19 The
trends inG in Fig. 3~c! are similar to those inEu in Fig. 3~f!
since both are likely to be influenced by the enhanced b
length, bond angle, and chemical disorder that occurs u
alloying. However, additions of Ge exert a larger detrimen
effect onG in comparison withEu ; this is not unexpected
considering thatG reflects extended valence and conducti
band states, whereasEu reflects the localized state distribu
tion in the valence band tail.20 On the basis of the results i
Fig. 3~c!, one can conclude thatG as measured by SE pro
vides a sensitive method for the assessment of the electr
quality of a-Si12xGex :H alloys. Figure 3~c! also shows that
under optimum conditions the incorporation of sm
amounts of C is much more detrimental to the ordering th
small amounts of Ge. For this reason, triple junction so
cells generally forgo the topmosta-Si12xCx :H alloy layer,
replacing it with a wider band gapa-Si:H layer.27 The most
highly ordered material from the standpoint ofG is a-Si:H
with an extrapolated gap of 1.80 eV, prepared by rf PECV
using a H2 /SiH4 gas flow ratio of 10. This so called ‘‘pro
tocrystalline’’ material is obtained at the highest H2-dilution
ratio possible without entering the microcrystalline regime28

The other trends in Fig. 3 are less informative and
some cases exhibit correlations that mask the underlying
gins. First consideringEp , one might expect this paramete
to increase with increasing optical band gap, given its role
a transition energy between the band edge and Lorentz o
lator regimes. In fact, such a trend is observed for the o
mum samples; for the full set of samples, however, it appe
that Ep also increases when the width of the Lorentz osc
lator G increases. Second, one might expect the oscilla
resonance energyE0 to increase with the optical gap, as we
The best fit variations are relatively small, however, with
60.1 eV, considering that the optical gap varies by 0.65
over the full range of Fig. 3. The opposite trend, i.e., t
decrease inE0 with Eg(T&R), for the a-Si12xCx :H alloys
may be an effect of the largeEp values which have a ten
dency to shift the peaks in the best fit simulatede2 spectra to
higher energies. As a resultE0 decreases to compensate f
this effect and match the relatively weak shift to higher e
ergy observed in the data@compare Figs. 1~a! and 1~c!#. Fi-
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nally, because the amplitudeA of the Lorentz oscillator ap-
pears in the numerator ofe2 in Eq. ~1b!, whereasEp enters
into the denominator, then there is a tendency for these
rameters to be positively correlated. In fact, this behav
explains the relatively large values ofA for thea-Si12xCx :H
alloys. Without such a variation inEp , A would be nearly
constant or even slightly decreasing withEg(T&R) for all
samples.

V. SIMULATIONS AND APPLICATIONS

Figures 4~a! and 4~b! depict two multilayer stacks, on
corresponding to a single-junctiona-Si:H p- i -n solar cell
and the other to a triple-junctiona-Si:H alloy p- i -n solar
cell. In both cases, the light enters the cell through the
glass ‘‘superstrate.’’ Since the electronic performances of
intrinsic absorber~or active! layers of such devices appear
be approaching their ultimate limits, researchers are con
ering other avenues for increasing the conversion efficie

FIG. 5. Optical functions including~a! the real and imaginary parts of th
dielectric functions (e1 ,e2) and ~b! the index of refraction and absorptio
coefficient (n,a) for optimum a-Si:H based alloys of prespecifie
optical gaps. These results were computed from the seven param
analytical model of Fig. 3 and the 15 parameters from Table I that desc
sample set~1!.
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of solar cells.2 Thus, a subject of recent intense interest is
optical engineering of the devices for increased absorba
in the active layers. Two primary concepts have been imp
mented so far for such ‘‘light trapping’’ purposes. First, th
SnO2 applied as a transparent conductor on the glass su
strate is textured to induce macroscopic roughness at the
cessive interfaces of the multilayer. As a result, light is sc
tered at these interfaces, increasing the average optical
length as well as the effective absorbance for light wa
within the active layers. Second, a ZnO/Ag or ZnO/Al re
roreflector is incorporated at the back surface of the dev
This structure reflects red and near-infrared light waves b
through the device in a second pass, and likewise enha
the effective absorbance of the active layers, particula
when used in conjunction with macroscopic roughness at
back ZnO/metal interface.

Accurate multilayer optical simulation is required to a
sess the efficacy of light trapping schemes, as well as
develop advanced methods for efficiency enhancement b
on optical engineering. Different simulation approaches h
been developed and applied, including simple models
incorporate incoherent summation of partial waves, as w
as more complicated models that incorporate either cohe
or incoherent summation, depending on the lay
thickness.29,30 Irrespective of the approach, all such mode
require as a foundation the optical functions of the com
nent layers of the solar cell. In assigning the optical functio

ter
e

FIG. 6. Results of optical modeling for the single-junctiona-Si:H based
solar cell of Fig. 4~a!, assuming an optimumi layer 400 nm thick with 1.6
eV optical band gap~from T&R spectroscopy!. Computations include~a!
the overall reflectance loss;~b! the absorbance losses in the SnO2 , p-type
a-Si:H, and Ag layers; and~c! the absorbance gain due to electron-hole p
creation in the intrinsic layer.
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for the structures of Fig. 4, however, one is faced with t
problems. First, the optical functions of the component l
ers depend on the fabrication method; and second, the op
functions of the active layers are required for any assig
value of the optical gapEg(T&R) from ;1 to 2 eV. The
second problem must be solved in order to apply opt
modeling to optimize the optical gaps and thicknesses of
layers for spectral splitting and current matching purpose
multijunction devices. Previous research on optical mode
has yet to address problems of this nature. In this work,
have solved both such problems for the most important
terials of the device, the intrinsic absorber layers.

As a demonstration, Figs. 5~a! and 5~b! show (e1 ,e2)
versus photon energyE, as well as (n,a) versus wavelength
respectively, for hypothetical optimum qualitya-Si:H based
alloys of prespecified optical gaps ofEg(T&R) 51.4, 1.6,
and 1.8 eV. These results are calculated from the analy
expressions given in Eqs.~1!–~3!, ~5!–~10!, and ~17!–~32!,
employing the coefficients in Table I and the optical ba
gap energy at which the common intercepts oc
@Eg(T&R) 51.803 eV#. The minimum number of coeffi-
cients required to set up a database over this range
Eg(T&R) is 13, reduced from 20 by assuming~i! that Et is
defined by (Eg,fit ,Eu) and ~ii ! that one is not interested i
employing thea-Si12xCx :H alloy materials in the multijunc-

FIG. 7. Results of optical modeling for the triple-junctiona-Si:H based
solar cell of Fig. 4~b!, assuming intrinsic layer optical band gaps of 1.8, 1
and 1.4 eV~from T&R spectroscopy! and thicknesses that yield curren
matched operation~6.6 mA/cm2 under global AM 1.5!. Computations in-
clude~a! the overall reflectance loss;~b! the absorbance losses in the SnO2 ,
p-type a-Si:H, and Ag layers; and~c! the absorbance gain due to electro
hole pair creation in the three intrinsic layers. The latter spectrum is s
into three parts corresponding to absorption in the 1.8 eV~left!, 1.6 eV
~center!, and 1.4 eV~right! intrinsic layer materials.
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tion solar cell. This number is remarkably small, consider
the relatively complex optical structure in Fig. 5.

The results of Fig. 3 and Table I suggest a simple p
cedure for incorporating the deposition dependence in
modeling. Because sample set~2! lacks uniqueness, how
ever, this procedure requires additional measurements o
Urbach absorption tail for any alternative series of samp
to be used as the basis for optical function simulation@de-
noted sample set~n!#. This procedure can be implemented
follows. If sample set~n! includes optimizeda-Si:H with a
1.8 eV gap~e.g., by preparation at 200 °C under maxim
H2-dilution conditions!, but nonoptimizeda-Si12xGex :H al-
loys, then one can adjust the slopes of the linear variation
Table I as directed by sample set~2!. First, the variation of
the energyEu with optical gapEg(T&R) can be determined
for sample set~n!. The slope of this relationship denotedC5n

will be less~i.e., more negative! thanC51525 meV/eV, the
value for sample set~1! and possibly as small as~or even
smaller than! C525228 meV/eV, the value for sample se
~2! @see Eq.~33! and Table I#, whereas the intercept a
Eg(T&R) 51.803 eV can be constrained toB5;49 meV.
Then the other slopesCjn ( j 51,...,4), associated with th
four parameters$A,E0 ,G,Ep%, respectively, can be estab
lished from linear interpolations of the coefficients in Table
versus sample quality according to

Cjn5~Cj 22Cj 1!S C5n2C51

C522C51
D1Cj 1 . ~34!

The other two parameters$Eg,fit ,Et% do not depend sensi
tively on the sample quality as is evident from Fig. 3, and
no adjustment of the slopes is needed for these. The resu
coefficient set$(Bj ,Cjn), j 51,...,5;(Bj ,Cj ), j 56,7% is then
appropriate for establishing the optical function database
evant for sample set~n!. Alternative approaches for estab
lishing the appropriate set of linear coefficients are certai
possible, depending on the nature of the sample set. With
approach just described the Urbach tail slope is a secon
parameter, in addition to the optical gap valueEg(T&R),
that can be applied to establish the relevant optical func
database for any set of alloys. A larger sample set~2! is
needed, however, to place this procedure on a stronger f
dation.

Next we provide examples of the multilayer optic
modeling enabled by the set of optical functions develop
here for the highest qualitya-Si:H alloys. Figures 6 and 7
represent results obtained for the structures of Figs. 4~a! and
4~b!, respectively, adopting the thicknesses listed there
fact, the thicknesses in Fig. 4~b! are chosen for curren
matching in the three separate active layers of the device
level of 6.6 mA/cm2, assuming a global air mass 1.5 sol
spectrum. In Figs. 6 and 7, we separate the optical proce
into ~a! reflectance losses,~b! parasitic absorbance losses b
the inactive layers, the most important losses being thos
the SnO2, the top-mostp layer, and the Ag retroreflector, an
~c! absorbance gain by the active layer~s!. For simplicity, the
glass is assumed to be nonabsorbing throughout, and
ZnO is assumed to be nonabsorbing below its band g
Thus, losses in these components are negligible. For the
tijunction device, the absorbance gain is in turn divided in

,

lit
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three parts, corresponding to absorption by the top, mid
and bottom cell active layers@left, center, and right curves
respectively, in Fig. 7~c!#.

In the optical model, partial waves within the glass a
assumed to be incoherent; complete coherence is reta
elsewhere in the multilayer structure. Hence, a complex
terference pattern is generated by multiple reflections
tween the boundaries of the thickest layers. Since no mi
scopic or macroscopic roughness is assumed in the mo
this interference pattern is more pronounced than that
served in actual device structures.

The optical functions for the other component materi
of the solar cell structures of Figs. 4 are obtained as
scribed in detail elsewhere.6 These materials include th
glass superstrate, the transparent conducting oxides —
doped SnO2 and ZnO, the retroreflecting metal Ag, and t
contact layers ofp- and n-type a-Si:H. In fact, the optical
functions of the contactp layer were determined for a pro
tocrystalline film incorporated in an optimized solar c
structure, as discussed in a recent publication.31 The same
general strategy is being pursued to characterize the op
functions of all other solar cell materials as has been
scribed above for thea-Si:H based active layers. Specifi
cally, the optical functions are to be developed as analyt
functions that include photon energy independent parame
connected to basic properties of the material. In this way,
optical engineering of the device can proceed on the bas
a fundamental understanding of the component layers.

VI. CONCLUDING REMARKS

In this effort, we have focused on the general goal
relating the complete optical functions fora-Si:H based al-
loys to one or two readily accessible optical parameters
particular, the optical band gap and the Urbach tail slope
deduced from T&R and photoconductivity spectroscopi
respectively.@By ‘‘optical functions’’ one means the photo
energy~or wavelength! dependence of the real and imagina
parts of the dielectric function (e1 ,e2) or the index of refrac-
tion and absorption coefficient (n,a).# The motivation of
this effort is to develop a database of optical functions
use in modeling the performance of optoelectronic devic
such as solar cells and light detectors, as well as to fit opt
measurements on complex device structures to extract
only layer thicknesses, but also basic material proper
such as optical band gaps.

As a first step toward this goal, an analytical express
has been developed for the optical functions ofa-Si:H based
alloys. This expression provides advantages over prev
ones devised specifically to analyze SE data in that it can
applied to fit optical functions combined from differe
methods, particularly those with higher sensitivity toa such
as T&R and photoconductivity spectroscopies, as well as
Thus, the range ofa that can be fitted extends from 10 cm21

in the below-band gap region to.106 cm21 in the band-to-
band region. The analytical model for the imaginary part
the dielectric functione25(\cna)/E features an Urbach ex
ponential absorption tail region, a band edge absorption
gion consistent with parabolic bands and a constant dip
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matrix element, and a Lorentz oscillator region at high en
gies. At the minimum, only six energy independent free p
rameters are required in the analytical model, one to desc
the Urbach tail, two to describe the band edge function,
three to describe the oscillator.

Studies of a set of optimuma-Si:H and its alloys with
Ge and C spanning the range of optical band gaps~as deter-
mined by an accessible method based on T&R spectrosc!
from 1.30 to 1.95 eV, reveal clear trends as a function of
band gap. Such trends can be fit using two linear segme
one fora-Si12xGex :H and the other fora-Si12xCx :H. From
a minimum of 18 coefficients associated with these s
ments, the optical functions of an optimum alloy material
any specified optical band gap can be generated for the
poses of optical modeling. Approaches for simulating t
optical properties of poorer quality materials can be incor
rated as well by replacing 5 of the coefficients.

Limitations of the overall approach must be emphasiz
as well. The sample set characterized here consisted of fi
prepared by the widely studied, low-temperature~<400 °C!
process of plasma-enhanced chemical vapor deposition
der conditions yielding solar cell quality materials. The sa
polynomial coefficients are not expected to apply to mate
als prepared by different methods; however, the general
proach can be repeated for such materials and an altern
set of coefficients established. Finally, it may be argued t
the free parameters in the analytical expression for the o
cal functions should be related, not to the optical parame
themselves, but rather to the alloy composition, H cont
and bonding, and void fraction~see, for example, Ref. 32!.
We use the optical parameters because they are more clo
related to the optical functions, are more easily accessi
and are of greater direct importance in the design of pho
voltaic and other devices.
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